
The Complete Annotated Grateful Dead Lyrics By David G. Dodd It is a book I refer to again and
again - when I'm searching for the sound :-) May we all be just a little bit kinder more compassionate
and Loving people - and let's try to put on our child glasses - you know the one's that help you see
the world through a child's eyes ;-)They say I'm a dreamer but I'm not the only one David G. Dodd
This book is so awesome! It lists all the Grateful Dead lyrics and gives you some insight to what they
were all about! I'm 'Grateful' to have gotten my hands on this book. Dodd

xxviii 480 pages including an index with illustrations throughout mainly in black and white The
Complete Annotated Grateful Dead LyricsThe best thing about this book is that it has all the lyrics to
the Grateful Dead compositions. Dodd Although this does contain the complete annotated Grateful
Dead lyrics with the addition of some covers deadheads might be disappointed to find out it doesn't
contain the most well known covers by them such as big river or el paso. If you are a dead head you
will love it If not there are some cool little history things thrown in about their songs that may be of
interest but it will probably not hit your groove and thats okay:

This Is A Must Own for ALL Deadheads & even those who may not consider themselves so but like
their music: It is a fascinating look at what stories and meanings Robert Hunter & John Barlow were
portraying in their lyrics. SNAG IT! For those lyrics you couldn't fully pickup or understand, It's nice
having the index of all the songs when I want to locate a certain song. I really enjoy all the graphics
and photos in the book as well! David G: Dodd This is the authoritative text on the Grateful Dead's
lyrics: In fact I first read this book as part of a course on the Music of the Grateful Dead while
attending UC Santa Cruz. Picked this up randomly and when I read one song I decided to buy it:
Love reading about all the stories behind the lyrics! I will be reading this over and over: A few
covers are also included but only about 3% of the covers are included: This book tries to give
meaning to the lyrics by explaining what a certain reference or lyric might mean: In general it was
helpful but a lot of it was filler like going on for three paragraphs about a certain bird that was
named in a song, The best parts were when someone like Phil Lesh or Robert Hunter explained what
a certain part of the song meant. These came from the source so these I put more credit in: This was
a pretty large volume around 500 pages with a lot of good artwork, It includes a foreword an a
afterword by Hunter and Barlow and it just is generally a beautiful book, Reading it through straight
wasn't as satisfying as I thought it would have been though: But I am glad I purchased it because I
do see the value of this book always being used as a reference, Also the annotations in this book
aren't consistent and I felt some things could've been annotated much more and some songs much
less. Anybody who's ever wondered what the hell Bob or Jerry is singing about needs this book, This
mighty tome (yes I have always wanted to write mighty tome) is full of lyrics stories explanations
poetry and love, Learn about Neal Cassady's connection to Bob and the rest of the band, Get the
scoop on what piano player got it on with Janis Joplin: Dodd A Long Strange TripReading a book of
lyrics without listening to the songs makes little sense to me. Newdeads shouldn't read the book but
listen to the music (and then get the book). ♫ Let there be songs to fill the air This work is licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3. It is what the title says. I find
it extremely interesting.although the price tag is not (still worth every penny).so if you ever see it in



a used bookstore. Very Detailed. It features lovely illustrations. Mr. Dodd was a research associate
at UC Santa Cruz. There is a website on this very subject http://artsites.ucsc.edu/GDead/agdl. Enjoy!
David G. Dodd I don't even know one song of the Grateful Dead. Currently looking the net for free
downloadable Dead songs. David G. Dodd What a gem of a book. A true must have for all Deadheads
� David G. Although most of these quotes were lifted from other books. David G. However if you're a
deadhead it's still a good read. Gotta love the forward by Robert Hunter David G. Dodd This book
rocks! (Well yeah literally.)Anybody who loves The Grateful Dead needs this book.Anybody who loves
poetry needs this book.Find out what song The Grateful Dead played live most often.All that's in
here plus a ton more.You need this book! David G. Writing a review about said book is utterly stupid.
So I'm utterly stupid. Hardcore Deadheads own this book anyway.0 Unported License. David G.
Dodd My first book of 2021 had to be a comfort book. A great little look into the songs of the Dead.
David G. Dodd.


